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Elsa �1980-1980"Calabar is a dark place because the bright light of the Gospel doesn’t shine

there. Its people have black skin. Many of them are cannibals who eat other people”."They are

evil people, aren’t they, Mother?” asked little Susan."Yes, they are evil because nobody taught

them anything about Jesus, the Saviour from sin, or did they show them what was right and

what was wrong.”Mary SlessorMARY SLESSORThe missionary of wild lifeThe most important

London dailies dedicate the first page to him.”On April 16, 1874, the mummified body of

Livingstone lands from the Malwa!”The article continues, saying: “Dehydration was carried out

by those who we consider “savages”. Never before has this honour been bestowed to any

explorer who died in Africa.Mummification is, in fact, considered the greatest recognition given

to a man. It is his immortality!”Such news obviously created a shock in all of Europe,

particularly because Livingstone’s death left a great emptiness, both in the field of research

as well as with his faithful servants.The explorer, in fact, was very much loved by Africans, who

at the time were considered savages. They would not accept his death and decided to

preserve his body and “keep it alive forever”, by mummifying it.The idea came from a man of

his expedition who worked in the hospital, and considering the fact that he had much

experience in the medical field, decided to personally embalm Livingstone and preserve him

from decomposition.“ The work was done with great care and at a great expense, but above

all, with dedication and loyalty”.The press of that period gave detailed reports like the fact that

the young male nurse had no problem in embalming him because Livingstone had already

become frighteningly thin from his disease.“His heart and all his internal organs were removed

from the body, locked in a tin box and buried in Tcitambo, where two poles were erected

holding up an architrave with the name and date of his death, while his embalmed body was

covered with tree bark, wrapped in a big cloth, and then covered with tar.When Livingstone

died, Mary Slessor was only eleven and worked in a textile factory. Since her family was

terribly poor, she had been compelled to go to work, despite her still being a child, but she had

to contribute to supporting her younger siblings .Mary’s mother was a fervent, observant

Presbyterian who spent most of her time in church.Mary’s father didn’t give a darn about

religion. He worked as a farmer in the fields during the day and in the evening drowned his

unsatisfying life in alcohol.Her older brother, eager to discover faraway people and places, had

left some years earlier as a missionary, but unfortunately had died a few years later from a

tropical fever.And so Mary became the family’s oldest child and was burdened with many

responsibilities. But as soon as she got the chance, she followed in the footsteps of her

brother who had recently passed away. She was particularly attracted to Africa and the

enterprises of the great maestro Livingstone.Her only opportunity to travel was to become a

missionary.Her family did not hinder her choice, knowing that Mary would be earning more

money than what she made at the factory.She chose the most unwelcoming of all places,

practically impossible to reach… the former Calabar, which we know today as Nigeria.In her

heart she hoped to have adventuresome experiences that would give her strong emotions like

those of Livingstone.Through articles in the papers, ever since she was a young girl, Mary



Slessor had passionately followed the travels of the famous explorer. They were stories that

aroused dreams of faraway worlds and populations that seemed unreal.Once she reached

Africa she wanted to establish a real contact with the local people, study them, get to know

them well and integrate as much as possible with them, just as Livingstone had done before

her.She was very disappointed in not having been able to meet him when he was alive and not

having been able to participate in his expeditions. She never would have dreamed that

someone coming from a poor farmer family like herself, with seven younger siblings to support,

one day would have followed in his footsteps, travelling to that mysterious continent.Mary was,

without a doubt, a girl out of the ordinary, one with a well defined personality. Her physical

appearance, for example, was different from that of the other girls her age. Not that she ever

cared about her physical appearance, but her very short red hair and her long gowns knotted

at her ankles, had nothing to do with the traditional attire of the Victorian period. She only

cared about being herself, and couldn’t be bothered with what was in style.Once she was in

Africa, living in close contact with the local people, Mary even did away with her shoes, and at

night slept in a hut, curled up on a straw mat on the ground.Mary didn’t boil water or eat

specific food. She wanted to get used to the customs and traditions of the place, often

endangering her health, because, as opposed to the African people who had innate immunity,

her defences were very little.She walked barefoot in the forest, surrounded by cannibals,

people who the Europeans considered the most fierce in the world, but she never feared

them.The more Mary lived in close contact with the local tribes, learned to understand them

and became their friend, the more her eyes “began to turn black”.It had not been easy in the

beginning to communicate with these people because Mary was not familiar with their

language, but she did not get discouraged and began gesturing with her hands.And sure

enough, because of here graciousness and courage, in time she became very much

respected, actually a reference point for the most feared cannibal tribe, the Fangs. They

considered her “a sacred and very wise woman”…Mary Slessor was able to put peace in the

village’s violent and bloody controversies, and was so loving with the children, that they were

all very fond of her and constantly looked for her, even if her skin was of a different

colour.Chronicles report that because of her reassuring and peaceful way of living and being,

similar to the local woman, she was reassuring and won over the trust of even the most hostile

and dangerous tribe chiefs.Although very poor, the people of the village paid back her

kindness with primitive gifts, that are very interesting from an anthropological point of view --

amulets, good fortune masks and fetishes.Having reached her objective in life, Mary was

happy and satisfied. She had left the poisonous fumes of the factory textile mills of her town

and was living in freedom, in wide open spaces, surrounded by the simplicity of small,

important things. Above all, she felt in total symbiosis with the lifestyle of Livingstone.THE

BEGINNING OF THE ADVENTUREMary’s adventure began in Liverpool in 1876, when she

boarded the Ethyopia, a ship carrying barrels of gin to Nigeria.Although an era had begun in

which slavery was letting go to a more human consideration of man, due to the intervention of

the English government, Nigeria was still one of the most active centres for slave

trading.Alcohol had killed Mary’s father, and the idea of travelling on a ship with this poisonous

cargo, seemed to her like a divine punishment.But at the time, gin was the only means of

exchange between whites and blacks. It was used as payment for cargoes of ivory and palm

oil.The Nigerian mission, Mary Slessor’s destination, was in a remote area of the forest, a

place where whites kept at a safe distance with their boats, fearing lethal food contamination,

or even worse, being assaulted.The name of the place was Duke Town, the Mamy Anderson

Presbyterian mission.Mamy Anderson was a brave woman who had been living in Calabar for



years and who was very familiar with the mentality of the locals as well as the dangers that

living here involved.She immediately informed Mary that the local population had no intention

of being involved in religion, because it was proud of its own traditions and never would have

betrayed them.Accepting another religion would mean denying their forefathers and losing

authority and power. Mary realized with disappointment how it had been difficult for Mamy to

convert to Christianity the few faithful she had been successful with, but she was mostly upset

by the revelation that even among the blacks there was oppressive slavery.Women, for

example, were total slaves of men. They gave birth like animals under trees, raised children,

cooked and worked like mules in the fields. When they collapsed to the ground, exhausted,

they remained silent while being humiliated and beaten by the men.The younger men, dressed

in rags and having a foul odour, instigated by the older ones, staggered around drunk from

gin, beating each other up for no reason, at times just because someone was looking at them.

Sometimes they organized bets to see who would survive the fight.Superstition was also a big

problem that created terrifying situations.For example, if twins were born in a family, it meant

that the village had been cursed.So the newborn babies were faced with an inevitable

destiny… death.While still alive, they were put in a coffin that was taken to the woods and

abandoned there. This sacrifice would save the village from disaster. The heartbreaking cries

of the mothers could be heard as they were not allowed to liberate their newborn children who

had been put in the coffins still alive. They could only follow them, knowing they would die

along the way or, once in the forest, would be torn apart by wild animals in no time.Except for

close relatives, nobody was allowed to manifest pity, to comfort the women or be close to them

in their moment of sorrow. In fact, that cruel death was considered a “just sacrifice”, a liberation

from misfortune and curses that otherwise would strike the entire tribe.Mary was horrified. She

could not allow that this ritual continue. Those poor creatures who were guilty of nothing except

that of being born twins!But it took time for her to convince them of this and meanwhile, Mary

was faced with other adversities.Tropical diseases were particularly violent in that area –

Malaria, cholera and pneumonia killed the ”mzwungu”, the white men, within 10 years.She

was well aware of the fact that she would not be an exception, but inside she knew that each

day lived in Africa would be one well spent for her humanitarian mission.Determined to change

things, with the help of the good Lord, she pondered over which method would be the most

suited.Since those who asked her most questions were the children -- usually intelligent and

very particular questions -- Mary was convinced that their primitive ignorance, with the passing

of this generation, would evolve… at least that is what she hoped.Chronicles of the time

recount about how Mary had been flabbergasted when Susan, a little girl from Nigeria asked

her why Nigerians were so wicked with newborn twins."They are wicked because nobody has

ever taught them anything about Jesus, the Saviour of sins, or explained what is right and what

is wrong”- That incident was certainly a tiny seed that was about to sprout, one that gave hope

to her dreams. For many years Mary continued her relentless work of persuasion so that those

innocent children would be torn away from their cruel destiny, although fearing violent reactions

on the part of the village people.But soon Mary found herself facing another type of hostility –

no European had ever survived a long time in that humid climate without becoming ill, or

getting rheumatisms or at least catching Malaria.The Nature, the climate and hygiene

conditions in Nigeria were ghastly. At the time, the river banks during the rainfalls overflowed

and devastated entire villages, dragging away what had been built with much work and

hardship – camp tents, food supplies, small orchards and medical infirmaries.In fact, the more

expert missionaries who knew the dangers and disasters caused by the rivers, kept away from

them.They had built brick homes on nicely ventilated hills close to the villages to protect their



magnificent orchards and fruit tree gardens.What the missionaries were able to create and

preserve from climatic catastrophes were peaceful oasis scattered throughout a territory that

was violent, that continued to practice wicked rituals, witchcraft and revenge, often right in front

of the missionaries who could in no way come to the rescue.But when Mary arrived in Nigeria,

she realized she would not give up, that ignoring the violence around here, was not what the

Lord wanted from her.The territory needed people who were willing to work alongside of those

who had experience in this faraway and cruel land.Ever since childhood, Mary had been used

to sacrifice, to renunciation, and certainly was not inclined to getting discouraged.And she was

well aware of the enormous difficulties she would be faced with, but nothing frightened her. Her

body soon adapted to the threats and continuous attacks to her immune defences. She was

determined to fight for what she believed in as she had always done in her life, remembering

how her little hands had ached during the freezing Winters, how her stomach had growled from

hunger, and the single, little candle that dimly lit a table with very little food to share with

everyone.THE RETURNMary’s family had always counted on her ever since she was a little

girl, not caring that she was only a child.Some time after her departure, her father died, her

mother began to age and her sisters became ill and had no money to eat. They begged Mary

to come back home as soon as she could.Overcome with guilt feelings and anguish for having

left them, in 1897 she decided to return to Scotland, to Aberdden, the small town she had

come from.Mary had changed since her departure and she no longer had the same

expression. Her experiences had very much matured her, although still a young girl.She finally

embraced her mother, reassuring her that she’d come back to help them. But what she saw

was worse than what she remembered.Upon seeing her mother bent over, wearing a worn

and faded shawl, she had the impression of having left ages ago.Meanwhile, here sisters had

grown and were so happy to see her, that they almost suffocated her in an emotional

embrace.It was as though they had found a new sister, so different from the one who had left a

few years earlier. On the night of her arrival, her sisters didn’t want to go to bed because they

were so eager to hear their older sister’s stories. The cold Scottish climate froze everything,

and the Slessor home was patched up with nailed boards to protect them from the freezing

weather.To find shelter at night from the icy drafts coming from under the door, the whole

family slept cuddled together under one big, course blanket.Often they didn’t even undress.

The wood in the fireplace was lit day and night in the hope of warming up the single room they

lived in.Raising a family in that situation was not easy for a widow, and Mary reluctantly

realized she was the only one capable of guaranteeing them a decent life.She decided to

move to another town in Scotland, away from the horrible smell of the textile factories that had

so greatly exploited her as a child, sewing day and night.It would not be easy to support

everyone. Her only income was the mission and she didn’t even have enough money to

support herself in Africa. After doing some accounting, she realized her income was only sixty

pounds a month, of which more than half was to be returned to Mamy Anderson for room and

board.So she would have to give up everything.Her family’s financial situation was so

disastrous that the only solution was that of leaving for the mission as soon as possible.As for

the children of the mission, Mary was their only hope of life.GOOD NEWSUpon her return to

Nigeria she was pleased to find out that the request she had made to Scotland for building her

own mission, and having more money at her disposal, had been favourably accepted.Finally

she had carte blanche and could send her family more money.The site for the mission,

however, was ghastly, a place where no white man had ever wanted to go. It was called Old

Town.The place was abandoned and wild, with trees over sixty meters high, entirely covering

the village and leaving no room for light to filter.Her home, at least in the beginning, was a hut



covered with palm leaves and manure.It didn’t remotely look like Mamy Anderson’s mission,

but she considered this opportunity Heaven sent, because it would enable her to help her

family.Furthermore, it would be a good beginning for her work with various tribes, because, in

seeing that she was alone, they would be able to approach her “peacefully”, without creating

any sort of problem.Mary wanted to create a mission that was different from any other.She

was anxious to change the usual rules of the missionary homes which she considered

restrictive, and she would do so as she had done in the past -- leaving behind every

commodity to create an authentic contact with the natives.To begin with, she became friends

with the local women and eventually enlarged her red hut which soon became the home of the

village children.Later, with the help of the natives, she had a school and even a church built

with the forest wood.Everyone came to her masses, especially the local people who were

overjoyed by the growth of their little village.The “white woman spoke in their language, with

simplicity, in trying to explain the Gospel, a Christian doctrine with practical examples that

made it easy for the natives to understand”.Mary had learned to speak their language perfectly

and this enabled her to fully understand their mentality.She had the gift of listening… she

listened to the problems of the men of the tribe, and together they tried to find solutions.In

Mary, the tribe found the answers they were looking for.Mary wanted to teach them what was

good and what was evil, what was right and what was wrong. If she could convey these

concepts to people who were not familiar with either compassion or forgiveness, she would

have reached a tremendous goal.Many of the Africans let their children be brought up with

“mama Slessor’s teachings”, because they considered her a just and righteous woman, who

would educate their children with different, more human rules.In a very short period of time

Mary became an integral part of the population, despite the daily difficulties a white and

religious woman was faced with . But thanks to her lively and tenacious spirit, she knew she

would be successful in her intent.Word about her work spread throughout the neighbouring

tribes, to the extent that one day she received an invitation from a great tribe chief, Okon, who

insisted on meeting her, and once he had made her acquaintance, offered his respect, his

friendship.This is what the chronicles of the time reported about their encounter:“The Ibaka

tribe stayed at a distance of about 50 kilometres from the mission.Okon was the “mualimu”,

the big chief of the Ibaka people.Okon was so eager to meet her, that he sent his royal canoe

to pick her up, as if she were a queen. Mary was confused and embarrassed by so much

attention she was not used to. But she could not refuse the chief’s invitation or set out on foot

to meet him. It was not a good idea to go against Chief Ibaka’s decisions.Not accepting the

ride in the royal canoe would have been a sign of great disrespect to the chief, a gesture that

could cost her life.And so, escorted by 30 rowers, she departed on a six metre canoe,

decorated accordingly to celebrate the event. In the middle of the canoe was a sheltered area,

covered with a roof of leaves and twigs, under which she found pillows, water, sweets, tea and

bread.Chief Okon was overjoyed in seeing her, and expressed how honoured his people were

in receiving her visit.Since she was such “an important woman” he never would have admitted

here “travelling as an ordinary person”, because she was considered “a special being”, who

had been sent by the divine Calabar with the mission of revealing great prophecies, useful in

chasing away the god of evil”.Unfortunately, during her navigation on the River Cross, a violent

storm broke out, and since the canoe was in danger, the rowers decided to take refuge in an

inlet of the river to find shelter from the raging water.The storm threatened another danger too

– crocodiles. These animals normally live on the river’s wet shores, so the group was forced to

share their shelter with them.One night they were attacked by about ten fierce alligators, who

tried to overturn the canoe and destroy it with their sharp teeth. But the crew was quick to react



and used their oars to keep them back.The rowers were faced with even another danger – if

they had not brought their precious passenger to destination Chief Okon would have had them

killed.But the men of the Ibaka tribe were strong and courageous, and never got discouraged

during a journey, that, considering the stormy period of the year, was practically

impossible.Finally, after endless hardships and challenging incidents, the royal canoe reached

destination.There are pictures that show Chief Okon dressed in celebration clothing, wearing

leopard skins with a richly adorned headdress of beautiful ostrich feathers, while the

tribesmen, holding branches of palm trees, play drums and dance in a circle, singing tribal

songs.This was a touching moment for Mary. She was aware that she’d finally reached her

objective, becoming friends with the tribe that was the most influential.However, she would

have to make a tremendous effort to overcome one of her strongest characteristics – being

reserved and shy.Mary had always been a simple woman and a great worker, and was not

used to being praised, being honoured.She was embarrassed and flustered over the great

festivity that was dedicated to her.Obviously, her fame had preceded her, a fame that was

spreading throughout the area.Mary spoke to everyone with great tenderness, and explained

to the natives how they should behave when faced with difficulties, and what their priorities and

values should be, what should always be in first place.Even the feared king, the great Chief

Okon was not spared what the people referred to as her “words of wisdom”.However, it

certainly was not easy to give suggestions to such a big and arrogant man, nor was it wise to

go against a chief who was used to dominating his people with authority and arrogance.Okon,

in fact, was a very determined, strong and self-centred person.The chronicles report that one

day, Chief Okon had decided to have the ears of some of his young brides cut off because

they had cheated on him with strong, young warriors of his army.Upon seeing the desperation

of the girls, Mary found enough courage to overcome her shyness and fear, and faced Chief

Okon with determination.She told him that such a punishment was unheard of.Chief Okon was

flabbergasted by Mary’s audacity in contradicting him in front of his peopleNobody before her

had ever dared go against his will, especially in public. “This woman must be out of her mind!!

She deserved to die… certainly she deserved a punishment, because his decisions were

law!”But the chief was curious, and let her speak.After hours of negotiation, Mary finally

managed to persuade him to change the cruel punishment into ten lashings.Later, in a

confidential way, she explained that having a harem with such young brides was not possible

because he was too old to satisfy them… in every way!It would be wiser to live with more

mature women who really loved him and who never would dream of cheating on him with his

warriors.”Chief Okon was a bit hesitant… he liked young girls, but he acknowledged that at his

age he couldn’t expect their devotion and faithfulness.So he made a public statement saying

that his gesture was one of great generosity in view of the fact that the brides were so young.

Under normal circumstances, these young women would have been given an exemplary

punishment.His tribe, very much appreciative of this gesture, praised and honoured him even

more, a reaction that pleased and satisfied the chief.Mary knew she had won a tough battle

with Okon. It had been hard to transform that horrible sentence and she was proud to have

saved the young girls from being mutilated.THE ILLNESSMary Slessor became seriously ill,

as was bound to happen sooner or later, to the extent that the mission made her return to

Scotland immediately.She reluctantly obeyed, and left with a steamship, lying on a rudimental

hammock, her body aching all over.She had an acute pain in her bones and head.Malaria and

very poor hygiene conditions were the primary cases of death, and Mary, overtaken with so

much suffering, feared she would die.The pain was so sharp that it could no longer be cured

with forest medicines, and Mary reluctantly had to admit that she could only receive adequate



cures in Scotland.However, she hoped to return to her mission as soon as possible since she

had left many needy people behind, people who needed comfort, but in her state, she could

not help anyone.In 1883 she returned to Scotland with a little African girl who had become a

sort of adopted daughter. Some of the faithful of the Mary Slessor mission had found her in

rubbish. Perhaps she was a twin who had been spared from the coffin in the forest ritual.Not

only did the little girl’s life change from that day on, but so did Mary’s, because this unexpected

child’s arrival filled Mary’s existence with joy and happiness.Later on, Mary received

confirmation that this little girl was a twin whose mother preferred killing one twin herself in the

hope of saving the other one. The child was covered with infected bruises. Mary took care of

her with loving care, returning her smile, and named her as her little sister, Jamie.Finally her

maternal side had been satisfied by the arrival of Jamie, who sang songs of gratitude and love

to her.In a hospital in Scotland, Mary slowly recovered. She had so many projects in mind that

the time spent in the hospital seemed wasted.She felt the responsibility of the life of many

human beings that would keep on killing one another like animals without a guide to convince

them to behave in a civil way.Human sacrifices, death curses, witch doctors who pretended to

go into a trance were a faraway reality in Scotland.Maybe Mary Slessor had stopped to look

at the snow covered landscape and fancy carriages that passed under her window, or maybe

she had smiled at the thought that none of her faithful would ever imagine that in that period of

time there could be so much progress and wellbeing.When Mary was dismissed from the

hospital, she returned to her family, and realized that their financial situation was more

desperate than the last time she had been home. Her mother and some of her sisters were in

an alarming physical condition, so seriously ill.They were very thin and dressed in worn and

patched clothing. Sometimes poverty has no limits.Mary, who had always been very

responsible since childhood, with a great sense of protection towards her family, became

aware that her priority was that of remaining in Scotland to comfort them, to take care of them.

But inside she felt guilty knowing that the people of her mission were in the same, desperate

situation. The survival of many in Nigeria and Scotland depended on her.But she decided that

her family had precedence and remained in Scotland to take care of her old, sick mother and

little sister, who was very sick and who unfortunately died shortly after.She moved her family to

another town, Devonshire, where the climate was milder and would improve her mother’s

health.But Mary could no longer stay with them because she had finished her savings and

since she wasn’t working, could not contribute to what was left of her family.Without the

mission money, she could not support them, and it would be difficult to find a job in town.So

she had to return to Nigeria and continue her work as a missionary.She went back to Creek

Town and three years later, received the sad news that her seventy year old mother had died.
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